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This text is an introductory course in management
accounting for those seeking an understanding of basic
principles and underlying concepts without detailed
technical knowledge. It has a strong practical emphasis,
with plenty of examples taken from the real world as well
as numerical examples with step-by-step explanations.
Over the last decade as the importance of vocational
qualifications has been firmly established, the system
has become increasingly complex and hard to grasp.
Now in its sixth edition, this popular and accessible
reference book provides up-to-date information on over
3500 vocational qualifications in the UK. Divided into five
parts, the first clarifies the role of the accrediting and
major awarding bodies and explains the main types of
vocational qualifications available. A directory then lists
over 3500 vocational qualifications, classified by
professional and career area, giving details of type of
qualification, title, level, awarding body and, where
possible, the course code and content. The third section
comprises a glossary of acronyms used, together with a
comprehensive list of awarding bodies, industry lead
bodies, professional institutes and associations, with
their contact details. Section four is a directory of
colleges offering vocational qualifications in the UK,
arranged alphabetically by area. Finally, section five is
an index of all qualifications, listed alphabetically by title.
Directory of vocational training and tutorial centers in
Rangoon, Burma.
Now going into its 9th edition, the successful textbook
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Book-keeping and Accounts is a vital guide for students
undertaking studies of book-keeping and accounting for
the first time. Through its gradual introduction of topics,
explanation of technical terminology in a clear, easy to
understand way, this text provides an accessible and
reliable guide for any student in their undergraduate
career. New to this edition: · Fully compliant with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), with
current IFRS terminology. · Questions and exercises to
test your understanding and help with revision. ·
Selected chapters amended and re-structured. · Full
explanation of HMRC changes in VAT relating to cash
discounts. · Illustrations and diagrams to help explain key
concepts. · Updated ‘learning objectives’ and ‘chapter
summaries’, to reflect developments in the financial
environment · Easy to understand to double entry bookkeeping using the ‘IN’ and ‘OUT’ approach. With its
highly regarded authorship this text is used by lecturers
for teaching students undertaking the following
qualifications and examinations; Association of
Accounting Technicians (AAT), International Association
of Book-keepers (IAB), A Level Accounting, Oxford
Cambridge and Royal Society of Arts (OCR), and as a
general foundation text for personnel employed in the
accountancy profession. Accompanying the text is a
collection of resources to support both lecturers and
students which can be found at
www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood - For instructors : Solution’s
manual, and Powerpoint slides - For students :
Opportunities to practise and additional support with our
companion website
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An essential teaching text for the AAT Level 2 Certificate
in Accounting, 'Control accounts, journals and the
banking system'. Written in a clear, easy-to-understand
style, the text is written closely to the syllabus and
contains Case Studies, Key Terms, Activities and
answers.
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An essential teaching text for the AAT Level 3
Diploma in Accounting, 'Accounts Preparation'.
Written in a clear, easy-to-understand style, the text
is written closely to the syllabus and contains Case
Studies, Key Terms, Activities and answers.
Shareholder liability was once discussed only in
terms of liability for the debts of the corporation in
which the shareholders hold interest. That is now a
shifting scene, influenced in the main by the
emergence of shareholder activism and derivative
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litigation, with its attendant increase of risk for
officers and directors, and "fee shifting" provisions in
corporate bylaws, allowing corporations to seek legal
fees from unsuccessful shareholder plaintiffs. In this
edition of the Comparative Law Yearbook for
International Business, practitioners from 10
jurisdictions examine recent developments in
shareholder liability. The introductory chapter
"Liability of Shareholders in Modern Company Law",
sets the stage for reports from Argentina, Belgium,
Brazil, Croatia, Germany, Indonesia, Mexico,
Portugal, and the United States.
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This popular introduction to accounting has been
updated to reflect the new AQA and OCR
specifications. It tackles this complex and sometimes
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confusing subject in a straightforward manner, using
simple, uncomplicated language throughout. Each
chapter consists of clear, useful guidance on the
topic, interspersed with numerous exercises,
ensuring that users gain practice as they go along
and build their confidence in dealing with accounts.
Worked examples are provided throughout each
chapter so that students can check their technique
as they work through exercises. - Written in
extremely clear and straightforward language Author Ian Harrison is Chief Examiner for a major
examination board - Filled with exercises to boost
confidence in dealing with accounts - Full colour and
uncluttered layout - Chapter summaries highlight key
points to aid revision - Examination tips are given as
chapters progress
An essential teaching text for the AAT Level 3
Diploma in Accounting, 'Accounts Preparation I and
II'. Written in a clear, easy-to-understand style, the
text is written closely to the syllabus and contains
Case Studies, Key Terms, Activities and answers.
Providing the student with comprehensive coverage
of Unit 5, NVQ Level 3: Maintaining Financial
Records and Preparing Accounts, this text meets the
requirements of the Accounting National Training
Organisation (ANTO) at NVQ Level 3 in financial
accounting. It also provides knowledge and
understanding for students undertaking AAT
qualifications, and ACCA (CAT), and is also suitable
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for any other accounting courses where students
need to acquire competence in keeping financial
records and preparing accounts. Features Takes a
progressive approach to preparing financial
statements - this helps students to build on their
knowledge in a step-by-step fashion to reinforce the
learning process. Contains numerous worked
examples, building students confidence in analysing
and interpreting data. Provides an extensive range of
questions, graded in order of difficulty. This helps
students gain proficiency in analysing and
interpreting all material presented with the chapters.
Includes specimen papers in the style of AAT and
ACCA (CAT) in an appendix to help students
prepare for these assessments. Contains a glossary
of accounting terms at the end of each chapter.
Provides step-by-step guides for the preparation of
financial accounts. Contains fully displayed answers
at the back of the book.
Foundations in Accountancy (FIA) awards are entrylevel, core-skill focused qualifications from ACCA.
They provide flexible options for students and
employers, and as an ACCA Approved Content
Provider, BPP Learning Media's suite of study tools
will provide you with all the accurate and up-to-date
material you need for exam success.
An essential teaching text for the AAT Level 2
Certificate in Accounting, 'Processing bookkeeping
transactions'. Written in a clear, easy-to-understand
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style, the text is written closely to the syllabus and
contains Case Studies, Key Terms, Activities and
answers.
Business Accounting is the world's best-selling
textbook on bookkeeping and accounting. Its clear
explanations, in simple language, a wealth of worked
examples and large number of questions and
answers, have made it a popular choice with both
students and lecturers for over thirty years. Other
popular features are its comprehensiveness, the
clarity of presentation and layout and the structured
manner in which it builds knowledge in logically
progressing short chapters. In this edition the
distribution of chapters between the two volumes
has been rationalised. Volume 1 now includes morecomplete coverage of special accounting procedures
and partnerships. Chapters on partnership
dissolution, joint venture accounts, bills of exchange,
and consignment accounts, have been incorporated
from Volume 2. A selection of recent questions from
examining boards and professional bodies has been
included.
What is the difference between an academic and professional
qualification? Who should get a professional qualification?
Did you know that some professions can not be legally
practised with a degree alone? Why get a UK qualification? Is
it expensive to gain a British qualification? What is a
chartered institute or society, and is it better than a nonchartered body? What is the difference between a
professional body and a trade union? These are all questions
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answered in this book which is designed to help individuals
choose a career path and the right professional organisation.
In today's world it isn't enough to have a qualification, you
need to be able to meet with peers and use the valuable
networks that are already in place to foster your profession.
Your Professional Qualification provides a comprehensive
survey of the qualifications available in the UK along with
guidance on where they lead, entry requirements, where to
apply and where to study. Derived from the vast and
authoritative British Qualifications database, this important
publication provides the first easily accessible guide to
qualifications and how to get them in the UK. Built around a
comprehensive directory of professional qualifying bodies
each professional area is described in depth and its
qualifications identified and explained. The book is supported
by a simple website, which ensures purchasers of the book
are kept up-to-speed with new developments.
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OLD-SCHOOL top-down organizational behavior won't cut it
anymore. Direct chain-of-command hierarchies are obsolete,
fast giving way to networked, team-oriented organizations. To
be successful, the ability to influence others-especially others
over whom you have no direct control-is a must. You have to
build alliances and persuade people, not boss them around.
The ability to influence people isn't something you're born
with, it's a skill anyone can acquire. In his new book, The
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Influence Edge, experienced organizational consultant Alan
Vengel teaches the influence skills needed to enlist the
cooperation of others, inside and outside the organization, to
achieve your professional goals. Drawing on case studies and
illustrative anecdotes from his consulting practice, Vengel
introduces a powerful system of influence initiatives and
strategic thinking that anyone can apply to almost any work
situation. The Influence Edge details specific influence tactics
that can lead to workplace success. It provides a nuts and
bolts guide for planning for a real influence situation, and
shows exactly how to map out a strategy. And The Influence
Edge goes deeper into the influence realm to show how to
build better long-term rapport, even with really difficult people.
An interactive self-study guide, The Influence Edge offers
immediate hands-on applications. Its heavily tested, practical
insights are embodied in a variety of exercises that help
readers evaluate their progress, reflect deeply on what
they've read, and build a personal strategy for increasing their
influence edge. Vengel equips readers to influence without
authority, sell ideas, and build relationships. The Influence
Edge is designed to be used again and again. It provides a
complete toolkit for turning the often disorderly and seemingly
impossible task of getting someone else to help you achieve
your goal into an entirely viable process of analysis,
preparation, and action.
BPP Learning Media delivers a range of accessible and
focused study materials covering AAT's QCF standards. Our
paper materials and online equivalents will help ensure you
are ready for your assessments and prepared for your career
in accounting.
This is the second edition of an introduction to all the financial
and management accounting concepts and techniques
required by the general business student.
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Jeffrey Waybright's name appears first on the earlier
ed.
This text offers information on book-keeping and
accounting. Volume two has been adapted to
conform to Hong Kong standards. Chapters on
investment accounts, asset valuation and
distributable profit have been incorporated, taxation
in company accounts has been rewritten, and
SSAPs are covered.
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